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Manila orders millions to stay  
home as global virus cases soar 

WHO warns there may never be a COVID-19 ‘silver bullet’ 

MANILA: Armed police stop motorists at a checkpoint as they conduct identity checks during a new round of 
lockdown measures for the COVID-19 outbreak along a road in the Philippine capital yesterday. — AFP 

MANILA: Millions of people in the Philippines were 
ordered to stay home yesterday as global coronavirus 
infections kept soaring, with the World Health 
Organization warning against relying on a vaccine “sil-
ver bullet” to end the pandemic. More than 18 million 
people worldwide have been infected with the virus 
since it first emerged in China late last year and it 
shows no sign of slowing down.  

Brazil is driving a surge in Latin America and the 
Caribbean where infections have topped five million. 
South America’s largest country has recorded 2.75 mil-
lion cases, and close to half the region’s more than 
202,000 deaths. Only the United States has been worse 
affected. Desperate to contain the spread and relieve 
pressure on overwhelmed hospitals, some countries 
such as the Philippines have resorted to re-imposing 
economically painful restrictions on travel and busi-
nesses.  

More than 27 million people on the main island of 
Luzon, including the capital Manila, went back into a 
partial lockdown for weeks from yesterday. People have 
been told to stay home unless they need to go out to 
buy essential goods, for exercise or for work after the 
number of recorded infections surged past 100,000. 
With only 24 hours’ notice of the shutdown, many 
found themselves stranded in Manila and unable to get 
back to their hometowns after public transport and 
domestic flights were halted. 

“We’ve run out of money. We can’t leave the airport 
because we don’t have any relatives here,” said Ruel 

Damaso, a 36-year-old construction worker trying to 
return to the southern city of Zamboanga. “We will 
have to stay here for two weeks until we get our flights 
back.” 

The world’s hope of ending the current cycle of out-
breaks and lockdowns rests on a vaccine. Russia said 
Monday it aimed to launch mass production of a vac-
cine in September and turn out “several million” doses 
per month by next year. But Vitaly Zverev, laboratory 
chief at the Mechnikov Research Institute of Vaccines 
and Sera, said it was “impossible to ensure a vaccine’s 
safety in the time that has passed since the beginning of 
this pandemic”. “You can make anything, but who is 
going to buy it?” 

The WHO warned that governments and citizens 
should focus on what is known to work: testing, contact 
tracing, maintaining physical distance and wearing a 
mask. “We all hope to have a number of effective vac-
cines that can help prevent people from infection,” 
WHO chief Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus told a virtual 
press conference. “However, there’s no silver bullet at 
the moment - and there might never be.” 

“The basics of public health” are most effective for 
now, Tedros added, saying that wearing a mask in par-
ticular was sending a “powerful message to those 
around you that we are all in this together”. Infections 
are surging in some countries around the world, but 
Tedros insisted that however bad the situation was, 
past examples such as South Korea showed it could be 
turned around. — AFP  

By B Izzak 
  
KUWAIT: MP Saleh 
Ashour yesterday crit-
icized a decision by 
the government to 
allow people from 
coronavirus-infected 
and banned countries 
to enter Kuwait if they 
stayed in a third coun-
try for 14 days. The 
lawmaker charged that 
the decision is yet 
another proof that the government has failed to 
manage the coronavirus crisis and that it has 
been making random decisions before carefully 
studying their impacts. 

After reopening Kuwait International Airport 
to commercial flights, the civil aviation authority 
barred passengers from 31 countries after criti-
cism by MPs and online activists. Later, the civil 
aviation authority said passengers from the 
barred countries can still return to Kuwait pro-
vided they stay for at least 14 days in an allowed 
country and produce a negative coronavirus 
test that was taken within the past 72 hours, 
changing the requirement from 96 hours. 

Ashour warned that such decisions will allow 
hundreds of thousands of expats to return to 
the country, raising the risk of spreading the 
virus in Kuwait. Major nations among the 
barred countries are India, Egypt and the 
Philippines, which have the largest expat com-
munities in Kuwait, estimated at close to two 
million. Other barred countries include Iraq, 
Iran, Syria, Lebanon, Pakistan, Bangladesh and 
Sri Lanka. 

The Cabinet is expected to decide whether 
to keep the current six-hour night curfew or lift 
the curfew altogether after a large drop in new 
coronavirus cases in the past few days. The 
decision of the Cabinet will depend on recom-
mendations by a ministerial committee headed 
by Interior Minister Anas Al-Saleh, and which 
also includes the health minister. 

MP against return  
of expats from  
virus-hit countries

Saleh Ashour

DUBAI: Kuwaiti aircraft leasing company Alafco will 
buy fewer aircraft from Boeing after reaching an 
agreement to end its legal claim over a cancelled 737 
MAX order, it said yesterday. Alafco was suing the 

US planemaker for $336 million over accusations it 
wrongly refused to return advance payments on a 
cancelled order for 40 of its troubled 737 MAX 
planes. The Kuwaiti lessor will now buy 20 aircraft 
from Boeing, instead of 40, with new delivery dates, it 
said in a bourse filing. 

Additional details of the agreement could not be 
disclosed due to confidentiality clauses, it said. Alafco 
said it was “looking forward to a long-lasting and 
mutually beneficial relationship with Boeing”. Alafco 
did not immediately respond to emailed requests for 
comment. Boeing declined comment. Boeing sus-

pended deliveries of its narrow-body 737 MAX jet in 
March last year, when the Federal Aviation 
Administration grounded the aircraft after the deaths 
of 346 people in crashes of two 737 MAX planes 
operated by Lion Air and Ethiopian Airlines.  

The crisis over the grounding of the once top-sell-
ing 737 MAX has cost the US planemaker more than 
$19 billion, slashed production and hobbled its supply 
chain, with criminal and congressional investigations 
still ongoing. Alafco’s owners include Kuwait Finance 
House, Gulf Investment Corporation and state airline 
Kuwait Airways, according to its website. — Reuters 

Alafco reaches  
deal with Boeing  
in MAX dispute

JODHPUR, India: A waiter carries ‘Covid Curry’ and ‘Mask Naan,’ two coronavirus-
themed dishes, to serve to customers at a restaurant on Monday. — AFP 

PIKELOT ISLAND, Micronesia: An Australian army helicopter lands near the letters “SOS” on a beach where 
three men were found in good condition after being missing for three days. —AFP  

JODHPUR, India: An Indian restau-
rant is hoping to win back customers 
afraid of eating out during the pan-
demic with a special “COVID Curry” 
and “Mask Naans”. “This has been a 
really tough time for us and for our 
entire sector,” Yash Solanki, owner 
of the vegetarian Vedic eatery in the 
western city of Jodphur, told AFP. 
The fried vegetable balls have been 
shaped to look like the “crowned” 

coronavirus, while the accompanying 
breads look like surgical masks. 

Solanki said that they had also 
added, and advertised, that their 
COVID curry had extra Indian herbs 
and spices that are good for peo-
ple’s health. “Even with recently 
relaxed curbs, the fear still domi-
nates. People are still very reluctant 
to eat out,” Solanki said. Almost 800 
people are dying daily from coron-
avirus in the world’s second-most 
populous nat ion, with around 
50,000 new infections reported 
every 24 hours. The country has had 
1.8 million cases, the third-highest in 
the world behind the United States 
and Brazil, and more than 38,000 
deaths. — AFP 

Eatery offers  
‘COVID curry’  
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SYDNEY: Three Micronesian sailors stranded on a tiny 
island in the remote Western Pacific were rescued after 
Australian and US warplanes spotted a giant “SOS” they 
had scrawled on the beach, officials said. The Australian 
Defense Force said it found the men Sunday on tiny 
Pikelot Island, about 190 km from where they set sail 
three days earlier. The men blew off course and ran out of 
fuel in a seven-meter skiff between two of the 600-plus 
islands and atolls that make up Micronesia.  

Alerted by the Pacific Rescue and Coordination 
Centre in Guam, US and Australian military aircraft joined 
the search for the missing vessel and spotted their SOS 
message Sunday. A helicopter dispatched from Australia’s 
HMAS Canberra flew to the island with food and water 
and found the three men in good condition. —  AFP  

Beach SOS leads  
to rescue on isle 


